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• January 28, 2013 
 2013 Aquinas Lecture 
 John F. Boyle, Ph.D. 
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 UD Braniff Building, B 201 
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• January 28, 2014 
 2014 Aquinas Lecture 
 Rev. Robert J. Spitzer, S.J. 
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Dear Alumnae and Alumni, 
 
Happy new year! This third issue of our alumni newsletter has its focus on a par-
ticular aspect of the work of a professor: to give lectures and talks to audiences 
that are interested in one’s field. As our reports show, this type of activity can oc-
cur in a variety of contexts, ranging from academic conferences to interviews given 
to the news media. By traveling to other colleges, other cities, and sometimes 
other countries to share their ideas and to receive valuable feedback, faculty en-
sure that their own little universe—in our case, the famous UD “bubble” in Ir-
ving—stays connected with the larger intellectual world. It is rare for a professor 
not to return to his or her home campus energized and refreshed after a lecture, 
conference, or interview. For it is wonderful to know that other people share 
one’s intellectual interests, just as it is fruitful to receive suggestions and criticisms 
from a fresh circle of people, beyond the students and colleagues at one’s own in-
stitution. 
 
We also continue our incipient tradition of sharing news and stories from our 
alumni. Thomas Marré ’04 sent us a very interesting report in which he relates his 
experience of pursuing a PhD at one of this country’s most prestigious depart-
ments that specialize in analytic philosophy. We thank Tom for sharing his story 
with us, and wish him well for the completion of his studies and his future career. 
 
The department continues to be eager to hear from other alumni. Let us know 
where life has taken you, and what role your Philosophy degree has played in it. 
We can be reached at phildept@udallas.edu. 
 
With all good wishes, 
 
Philipp W. Rosemann 
Chair 
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Dr. Dennis Sepper Addresses Research Seminar on Imagination 
 

From October 31 to November 2, 2012, the Netherlands Institute for Advanced Study in the 
Humanities and Social Sciences (NIAS), in cooperation with the Radboud University of Nijmegen, 
held an international workshop, “Image, Imagination, and Cognition,” on the NIAS campus in the 
town of Wassenaar, located between The Hague and Leiden on the North Sea coast. This inter-
disciplinary conference brought together historians of art, philosophy, and the natural sciences 
from the United States and Europe in order to examine the relation between psychological theo-
ries of imagination and the scientific and artistic use of images from 1250 to 1650. The aim was 
less to give these scholars the chance to present perfected work than to share their developing 
insights and ideas in “work-in-progress” papers and to gain critical perspective on the field of 
imagination studies. 
 

The first day of the conference examined the range of topics encompassed under imagination in 
the philosophical psychology of the period. The papers treated its roots in alternatives discussed 
in ancient philosophy, differences between animal and human imagination, how imagination fig-
ured in the interpretation of different types of miracle, and consequences of the philosophy of 
imagination for cognition and the immortality of the soul. The second day, devoted principally to 

the use of imagination in human practices, especially art, considered the use of images for improving memory, the translation of eve-
ryday images and dream-images into works of art, and the artistic exploitation of dynamic images in works of Leonardo and Michelan-
gelo. The third day was devoted to the use of diagrams, figures, and other types of image in scientific works of the period. Each paper 
took about thirty minutes to deliver, followed by fifteen minutes of challenging questions and lively discussion. 
 

Dr. Dennis Sepper of the UD Philosophy 
Department was invited to commence the 
second day of the conference. His paper 
explained Descartes’s theory of imagination 
as a moment of transition between medieval 
and modern psychology. He also commented 
on how the papers of the previous day illus-
trated the changing reception of the Aristo-
telian theory of soul. He has written exten-
sively about early modern philosophies of 
imagination (e.g., Descartes’s Imagination: Pro-
portion, Images, and the Activity of Thinking, 
University of California Press, 1996) and has 
a book forthcoming with Springer-Verlag in 
Berlin that develops a theory of imagination 
against a background of more than two mil-
lennia of philosophical and scientific theories. 
 

Dr. Sepper says that he was heartened by 
the intensity and scope of the work being 
done on imagination, and that the shared 
expertise has already saved him from several 
mistakes as he puts finishing touches on the 
manuscript of his new book. What he values 
most is all the new friends and acquaintances 
he made; they will be a source of continuing 
encouragement and inspiration. But the sin-
gle greatest highlight was making a different 
acquaintance: Jan Vermeer’s Milkmaid, on 
display in the Rijksmuseum in Amsterdam. “I 
have seen reproductions of it, of course, but 
when I walked into the room where it’s 
hung I was stunned. The yellow, blues, and 
greens were amazing, and there was so 
much life packed into the simple act of pour-
ing milk into a bowl that I could hardly con-
tain the joy.”  

Jan Vermeer’s Milkmaid at the Rijksmuseum in Amsterdam 
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Dr. William Frank—Philosopher with Dirt under his Fingernails 

We are not here talking about my penchant for gardening, although this year’s 
stand of assorted herbs and cayenne peppers was a beauty and a bounty. No, 
what I have in mind is a recent development in my work as a Catholic philoso-
pher. Most of my intellectual effort is expended in the classroom before under-
graduate and graduate students accumulating credits in pursuit of an academic 
degree. Some of the effort is directed toward my academic peers in conferences 
and academic journals. It is a blessed life for one with a predilection for contem-
plative thought. My students and colleagues indulge me in the subtle unfolding of 
speculative ideas. It tempts me to yearn for Plato’s world of Ideas. 
 

But I move as well in another world that entertains ideas quite differently: its 
interests are more earthy, more pragmatic. Imagine, if you will, the philosopher 
propounding a theory of prosperity and property grounded in the U.S. Consti-
tution and early American experience before the chairman and CEO of a multi-
national manufacturing corporation with operations in Asia, Europe, and the 
Americas. Next to the corporate head sits a man who for over a period of 23 
years served successively as minister-president of two different German federal 
states, one of which was an impoverished former DDR state, recovering spiritu-
ally and economically from its exploitation by the Soviet Union. In a second 
case, imagine an understanding of toleration and its merits conditioned by the 
American social-political experience regulated by the First Amendment by con-
trast with the German historical experience of religious wars and the great to-
talitarianisms of the twentieth century. Ideas have consequences. And those 
consequences take shape in particular historical contingencies. Men and women 
who are leaders in shaping those consequences entertain ideas differently than 
abstracted intellectuals. 
 

This other world I’ve referred to above is the German-American Colloquium. 
The primary intent of the German-American Colloquium is to advance principled 
understanding of high scholarly quality on issues of current political and cultural 
significance to the United States of America and the Federal Republic of Ger-
many. A secondary purpose is to build up a community of fellowship among 
scholars and men of practical affairs at work on both sides of the Atlantic. The effectiveness of the German-American Colloquium 
derives from its effort to view an issue of common concern from the different political and cultural frameworks of Germany and 
America. Experts are drawn from the different spheres of the corporate world, the university, the churches, government, and politics.  
 

The German-American Colloquium meets every other year, alternating its sites between Germany and America. Most recently par-
ticipants in the colloquium met in Summer 2012 at the University of St. Mary of the Lake Conference Center in Mundelein, Illinois, 
and explored the theme Property as a Condition of Freedom. Past topics have included immigration, the role of religion in society, na-
tional identity, the fragility of democracy, and tolerance and human dignity. The next conference in 2014 will meet in Germany on the 
topic of subsidiarity, a principle basic to Christian social teaching and one much tested by the forces of globalization and the continued 
expansion of federal government involvement in all spheres of social and political life. The distinguished Berlin publishing house 
Duncker & Humblot publishes the studies based upon our conferences in its “Soziale Orientierung” series. 
 

Since its beginning in 1990, the German contribution has been directed by Professor Anton Rauscher, S.J., emeritus professor of 
Christian Social Teaching at the University of Augsburg and longtime director of the Katholische Sozialwissenschaftlichen Zentralstelle 
(Center for Catholic Social Sciences). In 2010 I became the director on the American side, succeeding the co-founder, Dr. Jude 
Dougherty, Professor of Philosophy and Dean Emeritus of the School of Philosophy at the Catholic University of America. 
 

The activities of the German-American Colloquium give air to the principles of Catholic social doctrine and the Western intellectual 
tradition in a context where the speculations of the academy can inform and be informed by the judgment of practical experience of 
men and women of affairs and action. In order to insure the ongoing work of the Colloquium, I founded the Leo XIII Center for Phi-
losophy and Social Issues. 
 

Why Leo XIII? The Compendium of the Social Doctrine of the Church (n. 90) says it well: “The principles affirmed by Pope Leo XIII would 
be taken up again and studied more deeply in successive social encyclicals. The whole of the Church’s social doctrine can be seen as 
an updating, a deeper analysis and an expansion of the original nucleus of principles presented in Rerum Novarum. With this coura-
geous and far-sighted text, Pope Leo XIII ‘gave the Church “citizenship status” as it were, amid the changing realities of public 
life’” (Centesimus Annus, n.  5). 

*   *   * 
The Leo XIII Center is a 501 (c) 3 nonprofit corporation, and Dr. Frank would happily engage any individual or institution interested 
in its project. He can be contacted through the Department of Philosophy or by email: wfrank@udallas.edu. The Center maintains a 
passive webpage: www.leoxiiicenter.org. 

Dr. Frank, Director of the German-American Collo-
quium and founder of Leo XIII Center for Philosophy 
and Social Issues (Photo: Laura Flusche) 
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 On December 6 and 7, 2012, Dr. Philipp Rosemann lectured in Pitts-
burgh, where he was invited to speak at the initiative of a colleague in 
the English Department of the University of Pittsburgh, Dr. Ryan 
McDermott. Rosemann first addressed Pitt’s Medieval Latin Reading 
Group, which had studied portions of a Latin text that Rosemann co-
edited with his late teacher, Professor James McEvoy. The text (which 
appeared as volume 14 of the Dallas Medieval Texts and Translations 
series) offers an account of mystical theology from the perspective of a 
fifteenth-century Franciscan friar in Munich. The Pittsburgh audience 
appreciated, in particular, the negative language that the text applies to 
God, who is represented as transcendent and beyond all human knowl-
edge—but not beyond human love. Rosemann says that he was im-
pressed by how closely the group had studied the Latin text: part of 
the discussion uncovered a misplaced comma in the Latin edition. This 
mistake made it impossible to understand a particular sentence cor-
rectly. 
 

Rosemann then lectured in the English Department on the topic of 
“Vernacularity and Alienation.” This was the most challenging of the 
three presentations, as Rosemann had not previously had an opportu-
nity to work out his ideas on the philosophy of language. However, 
preparing and delivering the talk turned out to be great fun, he says. 
The lecture examined various phenomena of alienation from the ver-
nacular (i.e., the native language of a particular group of people). Such 
alienation ranges from the trademarking of particular phrases to the 
impossibility of capturing the individuality of human experience in uni-

versal concepts. The audience was amused to learn that it is no longer legally permissible for native speakers of English to utter 
the phrase, “Hey, it could happen,” at least in public or in writing. For, the McDonald’s corporation owns it under trademark # 
74568193. How can such perverse subsumption of language under property rights be prevented? The lecture culminated in an 
interpretation of the Tower of Babel narrative, which—thus Rosemann’s argument—presents the vernaculars as gifts from 
God. This idea could appear far-fetched and indefensible. However, poets have always felt that language comes to them from a 
“beyond.” At the end, the audience listened to Leo-
nard Cohen’s recent song, “Going Home,” which 
imagines God as speaking directly to the poet: 
 

I love to speak with Leonard 
He’s a sportsman and a shepherd 
He’s a lazy bastard 
Living in a suit 

 

But he does say what I tell him 
Even though it isn’t welcome 
He just doesn’t have the freedom 
To refuse 

 

He will speak these words of wisdom 
Like a sage, a man of vision 
Though he knows he’s really nothing 
But the brief elaboration of a tube … 

 

Dr. Rosemann was greatly impressed by the venue of 
these two events, the Cathedral of Learning, which is 
an imposing skyscraper at the center of the University of Pittsburgh campus that applies the symbolism of a medieval cathedral 
to the modern project of learning. 
 

Dr. Rosemann’s final lecture took him to the campus of Duquesne University. In the Simon Silverman Phenomenology Center, 
he delivered a paper on which he had been working for some time. Entitled “Tradition and Deconstruction,” it argues that, 
despite their superficial opposition, tradition and deconstruction require each other: tradition needs to be constantly challenged 
to remain vibrant, whereas deconstruction—that is, the critical “un-building” of traditional concepts and ideas—makes sense 
only as part of a larger project that is devoted to more positive tradition-building. 

Cathedral of Learning at the University of Pittsburgh 

The Commons Room in the Cathedral of Learning  
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Through his publisher, the University of 
Chicago Press, Professor Joshua Parens 
was offered an interview with Steven 
Weiss of the Jewish Channel 
(www.tjctv.com), based on the recent 
publication of his Maimonides and 
Spinoza: Their Conflicting Views of Human 
Nature (2012). This cable channel, based 
in New York city, includes interviews 
with intellectuals as part of its newscast. 
 

Dr. Parens was a bit surprised to receive 
this invitation because Maimonides and 
Spinoza is a pretty demanding book, 
aimed largely at scholars. One of Weiss’s 
rationales for inviting Parens was that 
books published on these two authors 
recently in Israel had become best-
sellers—though Weiss surely had no 
such illusions about Parens’s book. He 
proved an able interviewer. He began 
with large questions such as why Mai-

monides (1135–1204) and Spinoza (d. 1677) figure so prominently in the history of Jewish thought broadly construed, touching 
on the mistaken notion often passed around among those with a superficial knowledge of the two authors that Maimonides was 
as much a heretic as Spinoza. On the one hand, there are certain superficial similarities. Maimonides’s codification of Jewish Law 
was burned in the south of France by Christian authorities at the behest of certain rabbis, as part of the so-called Maimonidean 
Controversies. Spinoza was himself excommunicated or put under the ban (ḥerem) by his own Jewish community in Amster-
dam. On the other hand, they could not be more different thinkers. Maimonides’s code was burned because it sought to dis-
place the study of the Talmud with his Mishneh Torah (lit., “repetition or recapitulation of the Law,” cf. Deuteronomy), a codifi-
cation and reduction of the Talmud. Rabbis saw this as a threat to their central activity of studying the Talmud, but Maimonides 
was attempting to simplify the Law to free Jews up for other forms of study. In recent centuries, Maimonides’s code has served 
as the inspiration for all subsequent legal handbooks. In contrast, Spinoza is generally viewed to this day as a heretic by well-
educated Jews. Spinoza sought to establish a watered-down version of “Judeo-Christian” religion to cool the passions of warring 
Christian sects in Europe. He did so by arguing misleadingly that Judaism is a particularistic or intolerant religion and Christianity 
is a universalistic or tolerant religion. Neither religion was universalistic in the sense Spinoza attached to it, however. Spinoza 
used Judaism as something of a scapegoat, which seems to have had disturbing historical repercussions. 
 

Weiss asked Parens about why he focuses on their conflicting views of human nature. 
Parens explained that recent scholars have tended either to assimilate Spinoza (as a mod-
ern) to Maimonides (as a medieval) as in the first half of the twentieth century, or vice 
versa as in recent scholarship, turning each both into medievals or moderns. Making Mai-
monides into a modern has had especially deleterious effects on understanding his 
thought. The argument began with the claim that his practical teaching is different from 
Spinoza’s but his more profound theoretical teaching is, contrary to appearances, the 
same. Not surprisingly, over time the claim about the theoretical teaching has bubbled up 
to the level of the practical—so that Maimonides in recent scholarship has been por-
trayed as one of the founders of modern secularism! This book tries to address this mis-
reading of Maimonides as a modern secularist by turning away from the most obvious 
elements of his practical philosophy and the highest theoretical peaks of his theology to 
that part of theoretical philosophy that touches on both, namely, his philosophical an-
thropology or psychology. Spinoza’s philosophical psychology is also frequently misunder-
stood because the constant talk in the Ethics about love of God is misunderstood through 
inattention to how Spinoza has transformed the meaning of love and desire as psychologi-
cal phenomena. He is a stepchild of Bacon, not Maimonides. 
 

Although it can be difficult to translate obscure works like Maimonides’s Guide of the Per-
plexed and Spinoza’s Ethics into common parlance, Dr. Parens found sitting for such an 
interview instructive about what really counts.   
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Thomas Marré ’04 sent us the 
following report, which explains how 
his academic career unfolded after his 
graduation from the UD Philosophy 
program. Tom’s experience sheds light 
on the place that our department 
occupies in the American academic 
landscape. It also contains invaluable 
advice for those contemplating gradu-
ate studies, and perhaps even a ca-
reer, in Philosophy. Thanks, Tom! 
 

In the summer of 2004, my senior 
year at UD, I applied to a large 
number of graduate schools in 
Philosophy, all of which were listed 
in Brian Leiter’s Philosophical Gour-
met Report. Because I had done 
quite well in my Philosophy classes, 
and reasonably well at UD in gen-
eral (something like a 3.8 or 3.9 
Philosophy GPA and approximately 
a 3.7 general GPA), I thought I 
might get in somewhere at least. 
Unfortunately, I was not admitted 
to any of the schools to which I 
applied, save the Tufts MA program 
in Classics, to which I applied in 
order to spend more time on 
Greek and Latin, which seemed a 
natural choice given my interest in 
ancient philosophy, and to some 
extent my neglect of those lan-
guages in favor of my Philosophy 
classes while I was at UD (I was a 
classics/philosophy double major). 
 

I came to learn, in my time in the 
Classics Department at Tufts, that 
Tufts was also home to the “best” 
terminal MA program in Philosophy 
in the country, at least according to 
the Leiter report. For that reason, I 
took what classes I could in the 
Philosophy Department—ancient 
philosophy and a directed reading 
on Greek philosophy of mathemat-
ics. I did well enough in those 
classes that, when I was about to 
finish the Classics MA, I applied to 
the Philosophy program, with the 
professors I had had in the Philoso-
phy Department as letter writers. I 
was admitted and began in the fall 
of 2008. In my time in the Philoso-
phy Department, the chair of the 
department (Nancy Bauer, who 
works on Simone de Beauvoir and 
existentialism, among other things) 
told both me and my wife-to-be at 
the time that I was doing incredibly 
well and was among the best and 
most promising in the department. I 
mention this fact not, of course, to 
gloat, but because I think it testifies 
to how well UD students can do at 
such places, where the kind of 
philosophy done might seem, at 
least initially, very different from 
what they encountered at UD. I 
was not, by any means, the best 

Philosophy major in my class at 
UD—my good friend, Michael 
Hude, won the Aquinas Medal that 
year, and there were others whom 
I would happily call better majors 
than me. 
 

Likewise, good UD students could 
do well at good MA programs, I 
have no doubt. When I finished my 
time at Tufts, I applied again to 
Leiter schools all over the country, 
and did far, far better than I had 
originally, including being admitted 
to Pitt, which I ended up attending. 
 

As the story makes clear, part of 
my success, in particular, at getting 
into Tufts, and then to Pitt, was 
dependent on the Tufts MA in 
Classics. I do not, however, think 
by any means 
that such a 
detour is 
necessary (or 
recom-
mended) for 
UD students 
to get into 
what the 
Leiter report 
considers top
-flight ana-
lytic pro-
grams. It is 
just the path 
that I hap-
pened to 
take. I am 
confident 
good UD students, with an open 
mind, could certainly get into good 
Philosophy MA programs, and from 
there get into good PhD programs. 
As I mentioned, there were others 
in my own class better than me and 
who I’m sure could have done 
much better. I did not know, at the 
time, just how competitive the PhD 
programs in Philosophy were, and it 
was only after my time at Tufts that 
I came to realize how fierce the 
competition is. Tufts, in an effort to 
get their students into PhD pro-
grams, assigns the interested stu-
dents to different faculty to work 
on their writing sample and per-
sonal statement to get them in the 
best possible form. 
 

There is very much a sort of 
grooming process involved. Even 
for students at Tufts, spots in good 
programs are by no means assured. 
For that reason, I would encourage 
only students who have done good 
work and cannot conceive of doing 
anything else to follow such a path. 
The job prospects, in the current 
climate and even at a place like Pitt, 
are far too uncertain to make this a 

reasonable goal for most people. I 
thought at UD that threading the 
needle is getting into a top-flight 
PhD program—it’s not. It’s getting 
a job you might like and in a place 
you might like, even when one is 
coming from a top-five Leiter pro-
gram like Pitt. 
 

That said, I want to repeat that an 
MA program, like those listed on 
the Leiter report, is a necessity and 
a perfectly attainable goal for UD 
students who wish to get into the 
“top” (i.e. analytic) programs at the 
major research universities. Tufts 
was especially appropriate for me 
and perhaps other UD students, 
since the department there is par-
ticularly mixed. As mentioned, the 

then chair, 
Nancy Bauer, 
works on 
Simone de 
Beauvoir, and 
taught a class 
on Husserl, 
Heidegger, 
and Sartre, 
which I took. 
Another 
faculty mem-
ber, Avner 
Baz, works 
on Merleau-
Ponty, in 
addition to 
contempo-
rary analytic 

philosophy of language, and is quite 
interested in Heidegger. But there 
are many programs that I am confi-
dent UD students could do well at, 
and the support offered by at least 
some of these programs is enough 
to make it not wholly foolish to 
pursue them. The MA program at 
Wisconsin-Milwaukee (which one 
of my classmates attended before 
coming to Pitt), for example, pro-
vides complete tuition remission 
and something of a stipend. These 
are, of course, the details that 
individual students should look into 
and keep in mind when considering 
their own situation. 
 

As regards UD and the preparation 
it gave me for the programs I even-
tually entered, I want to begin by 
saying just how appreciative I am of 
the education that I received in the 
Philosophy Department. I have not 
met a peer with an historical educa-
tion as strong as mine was, and that 
education has proved invaluable. I 
can also say just how valuable Dr. 
Simmons’s class on Wittgenstein 
was in my junior year. That gave me 
a major piece of the analytic puzzle, 
with reference to which I could 

understand so much of what I con-
tinued to learn at Tufts and at Pitt. 
In addition, the senior seminar my 
year was on philosophy of mind, 
taught by Dr. Parens, in which we 
read a number of analytic essays, 
and a book by John Searle. Dr. 
Parens’s class no doubt helped me 
begin to understand and be able to 
talk in analytic language, which to 
some extent remains a second 
language to me. That, however, is 
part of why an MA program in Phi-
losophy is, in my opinion, so impor-
tant for a student coming from UD. 
It isn’t simply academic snobbery, 
which is of course all too real, but 
it allows UD students to acquire 
greater familiarity with the kind of 
philosophy that is done at the ma-
jority of major research universities 
in the US, to speak and write in the 
style and language in which that 
philosophy is conducted, and to 
learn the kinds of things that, given 
an analytic audience, one can as-
sume and what one must argue for. 
An MA program was important for 
me not just to learn about analytic 
philosophy but to learn to be able 
to write for an analytic audience. At 
the same time, one gets a better 
idea of what graduate school is like, 
without yet making the kind of 
commitment required for an 
(optimistically) six-year PhD pro-
gram. An MA program gives stu-
dents both the very helpful name 
recognition and the training neces-
sary to do well in a top analytic 
program. 
 

I would hate to impoverish the 
historical education that UD stu-
dents get, but given the kind of 
historical education they receive, 
including in figures like Heidegger, I 
might suggest, tentatively, that they 
try to acquire slightly greater ac-
quaintance and familiarity with the 
analytic tradition, most of all if 
they’re interested in graduate 
school in philosophy. I once 
thought the analytic tradition shal-
low and superficial—I now think 
that’s largely false. Or at least no 
more true, I suspect, than it is of 
other traditions or other fields of 
study. There’s a lot of bad, but also 
a lot of good. If contemporary 
analytic metaphysics were all there 
was to analytic philosophy, I would 
quit graduate school today. But 
fortunately it is not, and there’s a 
lot of worthwhile work being done.  
UD’s education can help students 
appreciate what is good in that 
tradition, and that’s why I think 
good UD students can do good 
work in top-flight programs. 
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 Aquinas Lectures to be Published with St. Augustine’s Press 
 
Since 1982, UD’s Philosophy Department has hosted the annual Aqui-
nas Lecture. Many generations of our alumni will remember the lec-
tures, which are usually scheduled on St. Thomas’s feast day, January 
28. The lectures constitute one of the highlights of the academic year. 
 

In the spirit of St. Thomas Aquinas, the goal of the lecture series is to 
develop contemporary Catholic thought in close dialogue with the 
tradition—above all, of course, with Aquinas’s own work. The speak-
ers invited have covered a broad spectrum of Thomism, some at-
tempting to defend traditional teachings against contemporary chal-
lenges, with others endeavoring to develop Thomism in more of a 
give and take with current ideas. One important feature of the Aqui-
nas Lecture has to do with the events surrounding it: the Aquinas 
Lecturer is usually invited to stay in Irving for a few days, teach a 
seminar on a text of his or her choice, share meals with faculty, and 
speak informally with students. This creates the opportunity for the 
community to engage in a genuine exchange, rather than just listening 
to an individual lecture. The Aquinas Lecture and most of the events 
associated with it are open to the general public. 
 

The list of Aquinas Lecturers who have addressed the university com-
munity over the past thirty years is long and impressive. The most 

eminent Thomists have all been at UD: Norris Clark, Ralph McInerny, Alasdair MacIntyre, Robert George, Eleonore Stump, Jan 
Aertsen, Jean-Luc Marion, John Milbank, and Alain de Libera are just a few of the well-known colleagues whom we have had 
the honor to receive (and who have had the honor of being awarded our prestigious Aquinas Medal). 
 

When the University of Dallas housed the editorial offices of the American Catholic Philosophical Quarterly, the Aquinas Lecturer 
was usually offered to have his or her lecture published in the ACPQ.  Beginning in 2013, the Aquinas Lectures will appear in a 
series of small books, which St. Augustine’s Press of South Bend, Indiana, has agreed to publish. The books will comprise 
around 50 to 60 manuscript pages, which means that the Aquinas Lecturer will have the opportunity to expand upon the ma-
terial presented in the one-hour lecture. It is hoped that the lectures will be composed and presented in a style accessible not 
just to experts, but to students and the general educated public. The Department has in mind a style in the mode of a C. S. 
Lewis or Josef Pieper: at once learned and graceful, and not encumbered with excessive technicalities. 
 

The first Aquinas Lecture to appear in the new format will be delivered by Professor John F. Boyle, a well-known Thomist 
from the University of St. Thomas at St. Paul, Minnesota. Look for further information on Professor Boyle’s lecture elsewhere 
in this newsletter! 

The Aquinas Medal 

Previous Recipients of the Aquinas Medal 

2012 Eleonore Stump 

2011 Robert P. George 

2010 William Desmond 

2009 Thomas Hibbs 

2008 Alain de Libera 

2007 Timothy B. Noone 

2006 John Milbank 

2005 Jan Aertsen 

2004 Merold Westphal 

2003 Sr. Prudence Allen, R.S.M. 

2002 Jorge J. E. Gracia 

2001 John Haldane 

2000 Rev. John Jenkins, C.S.C. 

1999 Kenneth Schmitz, John Caputo, Ralph McInerny 

1998 Jean-Luc Marion 

1997 Thomas Langan 

1996 Jude Dougherty 

1995 Rev. Norris Clarke, S.J. 

1994 Alfred J. Freddoso 

1993 Louis Dupré 

1992 Msgr. John F. Wippel 

1991 Alasdair MacIntyre 

1990 Ralph McInerny 

1989 Rev. Benedict Ashley, O.P. 

1988 Kenneth Schmitz 

1987 Msgr. Robert Sokolowski 

1986 Edmund Pellegrino 

1985 Rev. Joseph Owens, C.SS.R. 

1984 John Caputo 

1983 Rev. William Wallace, O.P. 
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University of  St. Thomas 

“MASTER THOMAS“MASTER THOMAS“MASTER THOMAS“MASTER THOMAS    

AND THEAND THEAND THEAND THE    

FULLNESS OF LIFE”FULLNESS OF LIFE”FULLNESS OF LIFE”FULLNESS OF LIFE”    

Reception to follow in Gorman Faculty Lounge 

Lecture: 
Monday, January 28, 2013 │ 7:30 p.m. │ Lynch Auditorium 

Response by Christopher malloy 

Department of Theology, University of Dallas 

Professor Boyle will also give a seminar, which is going to focus on two articles from Thomas Aquinas’s Roman Commentary on Peter 
Lombard’s Sentences, a recently rediscovered work that sheds new light on several aspects of Thomas's teaching. The texts for this 
seminar can be found at the Philosophy Department “News and Events” web page (http://www.udallas.edu/constantin/ programs/
philosophy/news/). 

Seminar: 
Tuesday,  January 29, 2013 │ 5:00 p.m. │ Gorman Faculty Lounge 

These events are free and open to the public. For more information, please contact the UD Philosophy Department (972-721-5161; phildept@udallas.edu). 

John F. Boyle is a professor of Theology and Catholic Studies at the University of St. Thomas in 
St. Paul, Minnesota. He holds degrees from the Pontifical Institute of Mediaeval Studies as well as 
from the University of Toronto. He is perhaps best known for his edition, prepared in collabora-
tion with the late Fr. Leonard Boyle, O.P., of the recently discovered Lectura romana of St. Tho-
mas. Professor Boyle has also published essays on a number of areas in the thought of St. Tho-
mas. He has delivered the annual Aquinas Lecture at the National University of Ireland, 
Maynooth, as well as at Thomas Aquinas College and Notre Dame Seminary in New Orleans. 
 

Professor Boyle’s 2013 Aquinas Lecture will be devoted to “Master Thomas and the Fullness of 
Life.” For St. Thomas, what constitutes the fullness of human life? How does he order his work 
as master to that fullness? This talk will inaugurate UD’s new series of published Aquinas Lec-
tures, which will be produced in co-operation with St. Augustine’s Press of South Bend, Indiana. 

The 

Aquinas Lecture 


